




The Chernical Laboratory in the Madras 
Government Museum * 

By Dr. S. PARAMASIVAN® மு A.,D Se. 

Dr. F. H. GRAVELY, who was Superintendent of thé 
Madras Government Museum from 1920 to 1940, was 

responsible to a great extent for buildi ing up the researc! 

activities of the great institution, and giving it a plac 

among the great Museums of the world. The Chemicdi 
Laboratory in the Museum owes its inception to his 
&ciuntific vision and forethought. 

{t is well within the knowledge of scholars that the 

Madras Govemment Museum has the richest collection 

of World famous South Indian bronzes of great value. 
These bronze collections have already impressed dig: 

tinguished scholars from all parts of the world. 

Bronzes are always subject to a process of corrosion. 

The process is intensified by the saline atmospher 
caused by the nearnéss of the sea, as at Madras. Most 
of the bronzes in the Madras -Museum are treasure-trove 
finds. They had been lying buried under the earth for 

centuries. Through contamination with soil and minera- 

lized waters, they became seriously corroded. A thick 

crust of basic carbonate and basic chlorides was formed 
on the surface hiding all the decorative details 
and inscriptions. At times, there were also bluish green 

Specks, which attacked the bronze and enlarged and 

caused corrosion in an epidemic form. These processes 

have been ‘going on continuously for years. The bronzes 
have been removed in this condition to the Museum. 
It 3%, ‘therefore, necessary to eliminate the conosive 
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crusts, SO aS to exposs the details underneath. 
Occasionally, however, one comes across a crust, which 
is uniform in character, and of pleasing enamel-like 
appearance. This crust, which is called, “patina” is 
quite compact and protects the bronze from further 
disintegration and the details are stili visible through it. 

With the valuable colléction, as at the Madras 
Government Museum, it was felt necessary ta treat the 
bronzes disfigured by coriosive cius:s in order to expose 
the decorative details and to eliminate the bronze 
disease, which brings in added deterioration. As early 
as 1923, these facts were realized by the then Superin. 
fentent of the Miseum, Dr. F.H Gravely, who for the 
first time. moved .he Madras Government for the 
appoiniment of an Archaeo‘ogical, Chemist to undertake 
this task. As an experimental measure, Mr. Ram Singh 
Ahuja, who had been a Government of India scholar 
working under the Archaeological Chemist in India, Dehra 
Dun, was appointed to the post, fox six monhs. At 
the end of this pe iod, the results of his experiments 
were communicated to the Government of Madras who 

tefarred them to Prof. Erlam Smith, then Professor of 
Chemistry in the Presidency College, Madras. 

it is well known that corrosion 15 2 electro- 
chemical process. and a reversal of this process will 

restore the corroded object back to its original state, 

This principle had been suggested by .Pref. Colin 
G. Fink, an eminent electrochemist, for the restoration 

cf bronzes in the Metropolitan Mussum of Art New 
York. The, method has been app‘ied with considerable 

success in important American Museums such as the 

Ne.ropolitan Museum, Field Museum of Natural History. 

Chicago, and by some of the American Excavation 
units working in Greece. Prof. Smith felt that the same 
methed must be employed with modification for. the 
restoration of bronzes in the Madras Government Museum. 
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Ther suggestign was, accepted by the Madras Govern. 

roant..and an Archaeological Chemist was specially 
appginted ang ,exgiusively set on this task, under ‘He 

guidance of Prof. Smih. The present writer wad 
agpointed .to the pos in 1930. The work of electro- 
lytic restoration hes been going on since then. 

With regard to the electrolytic treatment, the 

Aiherican Museum had to deal-with bronzes of about 
142 to 13 inches, while the bronzes. in’ the Madras. 
Government Museum are about 4} feet in height. The 

former is analogous to a laboratory scale of work 
and the latter to the industrial scale, which’ dentands 

ச் techniqite of its own. The difference may be realized 
better from the fact that the maximum power output 

ih! American Museums is about 100 watts, while in 
Madras it 1s about 7.000 watts. 

- The machinery for the electrolytic Fedugtion was, 

speéciaiy4 designed sby the Metropeiitan Vickers and 
consisted of-a 12 h.p..motor generator. set capable, of 
‘giving -an output 7 .K.W. -There,,are three parajlel Gir- 

‘duita, with ranges -0-60,.0-20 and Q-6 amps. so that 
three Jots -of bronzes can .ba treated, simultaneously. 
The output ean be. adjusted to. g2t any desired voltage 
fh -thig process; a.cast jron vat, .insuiated from the 
ground, 801895) 006 electrolytic call, as well as, the 

dnode«and- the. bronze insulated from... the cell, _ acts 85 

the- cathode. - A two per. cent, aqueous solution of 
caustic soda serves as e.ectroiyte. 

The excellence of the ms3ihod can be ஜியிவ் 
rpm the. following facts. Bronzes which had been 
covered over with, such a heavy crust , ‘thar they 

appeared shapeless and ‘unrecognizabie, were restored 

Aa their, original , form,.and many interesting de‘aifs 
have been laid bare after, remova: ¢ of the nist. This 
also ensures the long life of the biohize. ‘These facts 
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will become clear from the Museum albums of pho'o- 
gaphs of bronzes before and after c'eaning. In 1932, 
Sir Richard Gregory, F.r.s., Editor of Narure visited the 

taboratory and was greatly impressed with the work: 

in a press interview which he gave on ‘Scientific wo:k 

in India,’ he made a special mention of the electrolytic 
process employed in the Madras Museum. 

The electrolytic process has been extended to coins 

and iron antiquities. ் 

In 1935, the Museum Commission - headed by 
Mr. S. F. Markham and Mr. H. Hargreaves, visited the 
Madras Government Museum. They were greatly 
Interested in the work done in the chemical. laboratory 

and suggested that all the exhibits in the Museum, 

and not merely the bronzes,-must be included within 
the chemist’s purview. Thus the activities of the 

archaeological chemist were widened. The laboratory 

‘was: at -first -located in a temporary three-roomed 

structure. which had been intended for a restaurant. 

With increased activity, additional laboratory accoumoda- 
tion was found necessary. in 1937, a separate laboratory 

was built,-being the only one of its kind in India. 
Simultaneously, all the exhibits in the Museum in the 
archaeological, anthropological, and pre-historic sections 
came up- for treatment. Such widely differing materials 

as gold,- silver, bronze, lead, iron, stone, including lime- 
- Stone -and- marble, textiles, Jeather and the Jike came 
“up t6 thie “chemical laboratory for chemical. treatment 
“and : preservation. ் 

The Madras, Museum is one of the few institutions 

wn India where the quarterly examination of the exhibits, 
is being conducted by the chemist ard the curators 
of the sections concerned. “This acts ‘as 2 check on 
;the deterioration of the’ exhibits. oe 
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The Madias -Museum- was -also~ of hpip to”. the 
Aretiieolugical Survey of tadia. Int 1985, Mr. J. & Blakiston 
who was then Biréctor-General of Acchesology in Indiav 

réquestéér Dr. Gravely to spare: the services- of--.the 
Museuni’ Chemist to-examine and report:on the condi. 
tide of the -Ajantelike paintings ig the Brihadisvarar 
temiple at. Tanjore, and’ to preserve the. paintings: at. 

ShtaweVesal in the Pudukkottal Stato. Dr. Gravelywas. 
quick td’ rédlize’ the paucity’ of experts -in thie country: 
to deal with problems of preservation of our rich cul- 

tural heritages in the form of, ancient paintings. He 

was. also imprassed with the urggncy in” matter of 

treatment of paintings. Though, the subjpet did, not. 
come within the purview of the Museum, he- tealized’ 
the peculiar circumstances and co-operated fully with 

the efforts of Mr. J. F. Blakiston 

This was the starting point for a general scientific 

survey of wall paintings. which were disintegrating 
in many parts of India. This laboratory was the first 

to conduct a scientific survey and ptiblish the results 

in teading scientific journals such as Nature, Technical 

Studies, Proceedings, of the Indian Academy of Sciences, 

Journal of the University of Madras, Current Science. 

Journal of the Indian Socrety of Oriental Art, etc. In 1943, 

and at the request of the Archaeological Survey of 
india, another fresh survey of the condition of some 
of the important wall paintings was made by the 
Museum Chemist under orders of the Government of 
Madras. 

It may be of interest to know that the pretiminary 

work done In the Madras Museum as early as 1935, 

was the basis for the systematic treatment of Tanjore 
paintings, which was undertaken by the Department 
of Archaeology in 1946.



Paintungs were not the oniy subjects which were 

tackled here. There are many metallic antiquities, 
whose exact methods of fabrication have to be worked 
out experimen’ally to reconstruct the technical skill and 
technical achievements of the anci-nts in the field of 
metallurgy. A beginning was made in this direct- 
ion in the Madras Government Museum, supplemented 
by the facilities available at the Coemical and Metallur- 
gical Laboratories of the M &S.M. Railway, Mad.as. 

The Laboratory has given training in methods of 
Preservation to Museum workers from Pudukkottai, 
Hyderabad, Nagpur, Baroda, etc.



THE LABORATORY SINCE THE 
“MUSEUM. CENTENARY 

‘tn the preceding article published in this brochure, 

Dr. Paramasivan, who way responsible for setting up this - 
laboratory, has recounted the story of its beginnings and 
its work upto the time of the Cantenary of the Museum 

in 1951. He lefe It in 1946 to join the Archacotopical 

Survey of India. He was succeeded by Mr. Nagéswara 
Sastrl and then Mr. B. Narayana Shenoy who were here 

only for short periods of time. The next மோகா of the 
Chem. Cons. Section, who lefe his mark on the Lah? war 
Mr. R. Subramanian whe joined it in 1949. His was 2 

time of further consolidation of the Lab. as a centre of 
conservation activity. During his tentire as Curator, he 
want In 195455 to the U S. for training In methods of 
chenttcal conservation, ‘etpecially efectrolytic treatment of 
bronzes. Mr, Subrainantan carried out research in the 
composition of plags:beade from Arikamedu and pultshed 
the results in “Currént Sctenée",° Mr. Subramanian was 

away fron’ the Laboratory for short spells of time on 

three occasions during whieh Mr. K. Subramanian. 

Dr. T V. Satvamurtt and’ Mr Hartnarayana acted in his 
place) Mr. Subramanian also realized the need for 
expanding the Laboratory’s facilities and prepared plans 
for a new ¢eWorsro¥eyed building’ for Including fureher 
secthons on aivalytical @Nenifstly and physical exminations 
of ebfeets, - 

“When fr. -Subraminian left in 1956 for sétting'‘up x 
Science Museum-tn the cHe Natlonal Physical tab., Thire 
B. Ramachandrat:.s ‘chemical engineer, took over chafge 
of- rhe Laboratory.) It-was the first tlie that ‘a chemical 
engineer was: appotated:asCurator of this Section Thiru 
Ramachandrdn incerested himself in the weights of colfis 
as an’ index to their cirevlaticn as’ well’ as periods of their 
currency, and published'a: paper-on‘ his’ fladings. 
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In May 1957, Mr. N. Harinarayana became the Curator 
for Chemical Conservation and in che same year, the plans 
for expansion of the Laboratory sent earlier in 
Mr. R. Subramanian’s time were sanctioned, and the construc- 
tlon work on the new building was commenced. At the 
same time, requirements of furniture and equipment for 
the new block were also prepared and got sanctioned. 
The work of setting up of the Lab was going on apace 
when Mr. Harinarayana went to France on a French Gove 
Fellowship for training in restoration of paintings at the 
Laboratory of ‘the Lourve Museum and also cto London 
for training in tha Lab. of the Institure of Archaceology. 
During his absence abroad, Mr. Gopalakrishnan, another 
chemical engineer, was incharge of the Laboratory. 

The new building of the Lab. was made ready in alf 
respects and opened formally in September 1963 by His 
Excellency Shr Bishnuram Medhi, who was the Governor of 
Madras. A number of new equipment had been purchased 
meanwhile and set up, such as a Car! Zeiss spectro photo- 
metre. a Phillips X-ray unit, a vacuum fumigation chamber, 
a Selenium Rectifier for the electrolytic equipment, a 
fumigation chamber for archival materials. The selenium rectifier was specially designed for taking over supply of 
a steady direct current to the electrolytic cells. This 
expansion of the Laboratory was an important event 
ance such a well-equipped lab. for censervation work 
in a museum was unigue at that time in our country. 
With the increased space available, the set-up of the Laboratory was altered fully The old building’ was set apart for electrolytic restoration and for a dark room for developing X-ray films The main hall on the ground floor of the new building was made the Analytical Section. One room was set apart for the Curator’s office and another, 
for a small lecture room, At various stages int he expan- 
slon of the ‘aboratory from the constuction of the building 
to the installation of furniture and equipment, Dr. Paramasivan Bave valuable advice, 
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It was, at abouc this time ig 1962.63; that chree reports 
about th Museum objects in Hor, and Humid climates’. 
a nservation of stone” and " Electrolytic Treatment, of 
Metals" were prepared for the {COM Committees and Sent. 
in_the consolidated | reports issued by the (COM Commiit- 
tees (ஜா, these reports were incorporated. Mr He J. 

Plenderleith, the Director of che Rome Centre visited the 
Laborgtory on 31௭ Jan 1964. in Feb, 1965 Thiru N Hari- 
Narayana (எ the Lab to be the Asst, Chemist. incharge of 
the Conservation of Laboratory of the Salar Jung Museum 
Ag, this another Chemical Engineer Mr. §. Thangavelu was 

made Curator, Chemical Conservation and | coritinued ctl 
1972... During this time Mr. Thangavelu took incerese iin 

the. atmospheric factors _ affecting | Museum objects, ~ He 
also contributed, 2 paper. on the set-up of the Laboratory 

to “Studies in Conservation” publiahed by the international 

Institute of Conservation, London. 

   

Mr. Hartnarayana came back to be in charge of the 
Lab. In 1972. At this time the Lab. ecok on a number 
of conservation projects out side the Museum and he 
continued till 1977 Dec. When he was made Asst. 
Director of Museum Mr. Thangavelu toot over at this time 
and jefe in Feb. 1978 and Mr. Jeyaraj was appointed as 

Curator from April 1978 and has eantinued as Curator to 
the நாகனா. 

  

_ During. -the. - seyentles, the. Chemical” Conservation 

31017... of this _Musegm came_to be as odiated - tore 
more with, the task of helping In, the conservation of 

important art treasures outside its collections while “con- 
tinuing to Jook after ies. regular work of conservation of 

the objects, In the Museum. The earliest. of such tasks 
was the treatment of \4th Century Hoysata paintings~ tn 
the Menugopala Shrine of the Srirangam Tempie. This 
was, carried- out in. 1973 and the then Curator not only 

treated these paintings but also studied the paintings in 
other parts of the same temple and. prepared 3 a detatled 

   

e
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Teporc on the action to be taken to preserve them. 

Other tasks undercaken ranged from the study of salt- 
encrusted pillars in the temple at Thiruvallur near Madras | 

to the damaged temple car at Nedungudi in Pudukottal 
District, from the badly affected paintings on the walls 

around the Golden Lily Tank in the Madurai Temple to 
the stained marbles in the St. George's Cathedral and 

the discoloured prints in the Raj Bhavan. The most 
Interesting study was that of salt-encrusted granite pillats 
in the Thiruvallur temple. The effect of the salt was 
such that the granite surface has been greatly weakened 
and is found to crumble at the touch. The report on the 
possible method of conservation of this was also given 
and if implemented, it would be an important achievement 
In conservation. The study of the use of X-ray fluoresence 
for the analysis of bronzes and copper coins was made 
with the help of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre at 
Bombay so as to assess the possibilities of correlating 
metal composition of objects with thelr date and prove- 
nance. Further studies on the same lines were carried 
out in collaboration with the Forensic Laboratory in 
Madras and the Electroni¢ Corporation of India Limited 
who brought their portable XRF equipment for this pur- 
pose. 

On the conservation side, the restoration” of 12 
oil paintings of the British Governors of Madras previcusty 
kept in the Rajaji Hall, was an importarit piéce’ of work 
Sixty-eight, 19th Century British prints in the Madras 
Raj Bhavan were treated for discolouration and fragility 
of paper and reframed to Improve their appearance. 
Marbles in the St. George's Cathedral and the $+. Andrews 
Church both at Madras were found to be stained due to 
dust and insece droppings and a'gae. The stains were 
removed to make the statues fook much better. Recently 
the present Curator, Thiru V. Jeyaraj helped in censerving 
the famous bronze statue of Dupleix in Pondicherry. 
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"The Conservation Laboratory ‘has not only interested 
itself in hélpthg’ acca objects and’ exatriining are 
கானத் but விஷ “in disseminating “Knowledge ‘about 
conservation especially’ among ‘personaf from other museums 
and allied ‘institutions. ‘This has’ ‘been done ‘primarily 
through an annual Refrésher Course ' entitled “Care of 
Museum Gbjéces” ‘The ‘first, of” these, courses was 
organised In 1974, ‘aad’ these have been ‘held yearly ever 
since and have எய்ம் curators, chemists ete. from 
museums, universittes and other insticutions in different 
parts of the country, Regularly the Curator of the 

Laboratory gives popular letures on selected topics in 

conservation. Moreover special exhibitions or special 
exhiblts depicting aspects of conservation of different 

types of materials are arranged in the museum or in the 

museum pavilion In the annual trde fairs, thereby trying 

to put across to the lay public a basic ides of conser- 

vation. 

Further expansion of the scope of work in the Lab 

is also being contemplated. The first step in this direc- 
tion has been to increase the staff in the section, for 
which proposals have already been sent to Govt, One 
additional Tech. Asst. has been: appointed. This would 

be sought to be carried further.xo that more and more 
conservation work could be undertaken.by this Lab. One 

scheme which is contemplated would be to undertake a 

thorough study of the composition of bronzes through 
non-destructive analytical methods like X-ray fluarescence 
and correlate it with the date and provenance of bronzes 

and establish the possibility of “finger-printing’ these 

valuable objebts of arc. 

From its beginnings, the Lab. has been, in its own 

way, taking the lead In conservation studies. The electro- 

lytic method itself was adapted, in terms of equipment 
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and sechaique from small broares for ‘which it had been 

Initially developed to the farge -bronzes-in this collection: 
Studies of techniques of wall paintings were undertaken 
in this Lab much earlier chan elsewhere;-and it was 
made systematic and sound. !t is this cradition which 
is being continued even. now, and on the ‘occasion of the 

Golden Jubilee.of ‘the Laboratory, iv is visualised chat 

this would be continued so that-.technical studies of art 

objects, and thelr conservation would be maintained at 
2 high levet. 

N. HARINARAYANA 
Director of Museums. 
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AIST Or CURATORS 

Dr..S.Paramasiyan Apr, 1930 _ 1946 

=, Be Narayana Shenoy , = (4G Ja IS 
R. Subramanian fan 1949 _Dec [95ம் 

K. Subramanian Decs-950 Apr 1951 

| TLV. Satyamurti «= Apr (1951 Apr 1952 
: R. Subramanian Apr .1952 Apr 1954 

N. Harinarayana Aug 1954 Aug 1955 ~ Tae 

R. Subramanian Sept, 1955 May 1956 

8. Ramachandran May 1956 May 4956 

ட் ய ம் May ‘1958 Aug 196! 

V. Gopalakrishnan Aug ,1961 july 1962 

N. Harinarayana = Aug 1962 Feb = 1965 

M. Kalyani Feb 1965. .Apr 1965 
S. Thangavelu May 1965 june 1972 

. N. Harinagrayana June, 1972 Nov 1977 

S  Thangavelu Nov. 1977..Feb 1978 
_ Vo Igyaral Apr 1978



DCWN -THE YEARS: 
Highlights of work in the Laboratory 

1931 - Installation of motor generator for electrolytic 

restoration. 

1934 - Preservation and x-ray studies of Nagapattinam 
bronzes. 

1935 - Pretiminary report on the mural paintings in the 

Brahadeswara Temple at Tanjore (June to July 

1935). ் 
1937-38 - Study and preservation of wall paintings at 

Sittannavasal. 

1938-39 - Studies of ths techniques of wall paintings in 
fifteen wel! known sites. 

1939-40 - Svstematic study of the metallography of bronze 
obiects and prehistoric implements. 

1944.45 - Examination of Maratha oaintings in *he Taninre 

Palace and the Chola oaintings in S3rahadeswara 
temole at Tanjorer. 

1952-53 - Exneriments in museum climate in the National 

Art Gallery and the main Museum buildings: 

exoeriments in the use of latex for takinkg moulds 
- of image and coins. 

1953.54 - Exneriments in the use of Asiatic seaweed for 
drevaring moulds. 

1954-55 - Research in the _treatment of metal objects in 

the John Hookins University (by R. Subramanian) 
1689 ~Soecial Exhibition on “Glass”. 

1961-62 - Soecial exhibition on electrolytic treatment of 

bronze images. 

1962-63 . Preparation of three reports on “Museum objects 

in Humid and “ot Climates”,“Electrolytic restoration 
of metals” and “Study of stones’ for [COM 

Committees. 
1963 - Regort on the preservation of bronzes jn the 

Taninre Art Gallery. 

1972 - Preservation of paintings in the Venugopala Shrine 
in the temple at Srirangam. 
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1973 « Preservation அர் marbias ர the St.  Beagrae’s 
Cathedral, Madras. 

1973 - Pressrvation of oil paintings in the Rajaji Hall, 
Madras. 

1973 - Examination of ancient pottery specimens for the 

_University of Madras. Department ef. Archaeology, 
1993 - Preparation of raport on conseryation of. museum 

. objects in the Pudukkottai Museum. 

1974 - Report on preservation ..of newspapers in the 

_ _: Swadesamitran office. 

1974 - Special exhibition on conservation of iron objects.” 
1974 - Examination of paintings around..the. Galden Lily 

Tank in the Meenakshi-Sundareswarar Temple in 

Madurai. 
1975 2 Preservation. of Tallapakkam Annamacharya copper 

plates of the Tirupati-Tirymalai _Devasthanam at 

“Firwpati ~ 
1975 - Examination of a temple, car at Nedungudi near 

. Pudukkottai and report on its conservation. _ 
1975 - Examination of: paintings- in Sri-Varadarajaswamy 

temple in Kancheepuram and ..yeport, on their 

conservation. 

't975 - Examination of -salt-encrusted pillars in the temple 

at Thiruvallur.and report of suggested treatment 

“sent to the. Temple authorities, 

1976 - Experiments on analysis of three small metal 
objects through the use of isotape-excited X-ray 
fluorescence in the Bhabha Atomic-Research Centre, 
Bombay. 5 

wie Preservation of Biitish.Prints of ,the.,Raj Bhavan, 

--» ? Madras. 
1977-78 - Preservation of marbles in the St.. Andrew’s 

Church. 

1979 - Preservation of oil peintings: in. the Madras Medical 
் ”- 601692. 

1982 - Treatment if: ‘Dupleix -gtatue;Paadicherry.



Published work from this Laboratory 

Dr. S. PARAMASIVAN 

t “ஈகா Wall Paiatings ” 
Journal of the Madras University, 1940. 

~ Technique of the Painting Process in the Bagh Caves 

in Gwalior Srate". 

Nature, Vol. 144, page 554, Sep. 23, 1939. 

“The Wall Paintings In the Bagh Caves - An investiga- 

tlon inta their metheds”. 

The Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Sciences 

Vol X, No. 2, See. A 1939. 

“Technique of the Painting process In the Rock-cut 

Temples at Badami". 

The Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Scieces 

Vol. X, No 3, Sec. A, 1939. 

Technique of the Painting process in the Cave Temple 

at Sictannavasal’’. 

Nature, Vol. 139. pp !. Jan 16, 1937. 

“The Mural Paintings in the Cave Temple at Sittanna- 
vasal - An investigation into the methad”. 

Technical Studies, Vol. VII, No. 2, Oce 1939. 

“The Pallava Paintings at Conjeevaram. An investigation 

into the Methads ”. 

The Proceedings of che Indian Academy of Sciences 
Vol X.No 2, See. A, 1939. 

“ Technique of the Painting Process in the Brihadesvara 
Temple at Tanjore”. 

Nature, Vol. 137, page 867, May 23, 1936. 

“The Mural Palntings in the Brihadisvara Temple at Tan- 
- jore, An investigation into the Method”. 

Technical Studies, Voi. V, No 4, April, 1937 
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10. “ Technique of the Muéal Paiaeings -in the Sritadiseara 
Temple at Tanjore”. 

‘Current Science, Vol. VI, No.’ 6," 1937. 

{tL “ Technique of the Painting Process In’the Cave Temples 

at Ellora "*, . 

Annual Repore of the Hyderabad Archaelogfcat 
‘Department. 

12. “ Techtiique of the Painting Process tn‘the Temple of 

. Vifayataya Cholisvaram in Pudukkortal State” 
Nature, Vol. 140, page 198, July 31, 1937. 

13. * Technique of the Painting process in rhe?Temple of 

Vijayataya Chofisvaram in Pudukkottai Srare”, 

The Proceedings of the tdian Academy of Sciences, 

Vol. VU. No. 4, Ser. A, 1978, 

(4. “Seudies in Indian Paintings”. 

Journal of the Madras University, Vol. X!II, No. !. 

1S. * Electrolytic Restoration of Bronze Statues and ins- 
cribed copper plates”. 

The Proceedings of the Indian Acadomy of Sclences 
Vol. XH, No. I, See. A, 1941, 

16. “Investigations on Anctent Indian Metallurgy ”. 

The Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Scinces, 
. Vol. XIII, Ne. 2, See. A, 1941, 

17, “The Diamagnotism of Graphite”. 
Indian Jourfial of Phystee, 1929 

18. ௭ Specific heat in Relation to Raman Effeet Data ”. 
Tage டா 

Indian Journal of Phiyste#, 1931 

R. SUBRAMANIAN 
i. “Analysis of Ancient Glass Beads ” 

Current Science. Vol. 19, 1950. pp 19 20. 

2, ++ Selentific methods ia Art and Archaeology”, 
Transactions of the. Archaeo!ogical Society of South 
India, Madras, 1957-58, page 79-86. -: 
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3, “Chamical Mathads of Rescoration and Preservation of 

Museum Exhibits ". 

Handbook of Museum Technique, Govt. Museum, 

Madras, 1960. 

N. HARINARAYANA 

1. “Chemical Conservation Laboratory of the Govern- 

ment Museum, Madras”. 

Madras Information, April, t, 1965. 

2. “A Method of Recording Chemical Conservation Work". 

Studies in Museology, 1965 

3. “Cleaning of Paintings in che Sriranganathaswamy 

Temple at Srirangam”. 

DAMILICA, Vol. tf. 

4% Preserving she Past". 

_ Science Today, July, 1973. 

5. “* Conservation of Ethnological Material”. 

Conservation of Cultural Property in India, Vol. Vi 
(973, pp, 82-85 

6. ‘Conservation of Art Objects and Antiquities ” 

Proceedings of the CCSIP Seminar, March, 1974. 

7 “Copper in Antiquity”. 

Science Reporcer, Sept. 1977. 

8, ‘A Laboratory for Small Museums ”. 

Journal of Indian Museums, Vol. XXXIIl, 1976-77. 

“Some Problems pertaining to Conservation of 

Cultural: Property”. 
Conservation of Cultural Property in India, Vol. IX 
1976, 

10 Some observations of the treatment of a hoard of 
lead coins from Andipacti". 

Archaeological Seudies, Vol. 1, 1977. 

ன் 
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(1: | Isocope-excited % ray fluorescence Analysis”. 
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